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What is fitness all about?

www.evoText.org



e.g.: How has the frequency of
a term changed over time?

What data do you
want to use?

e.g.: Articles in Nature
from the 1990s

Provide a few more
parameters

e.g.: Look for the term
“evolution”

Get your results!

What question do you
want to answer?

(wait for a while)
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4. Preliminary results of evoText



Darwinism must die so that evolution may live

Carl Safina, 2009

“evolution can seem uniquely stuck on its founder. We don’t 
call astronomy Copernicism, nor gravity Newtonism”
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1869-1878

Term Frequencies

1935-1944 2000-2009

newtonian theory
newtonian system
newtonian law
newtonian colour
newtonian equatorial
newtonian method
newtonian basis
newtonian writers
newtonian doctrine
newtonian telescope

darwinian theory
darwinian hypothesis
darwinian principles
darwinian theories
darwinian difficulties
darwinian toy
darwinian theorist
darwinian views
darwinian doctrines
darwinian argument

darwinian theory
darwinian conception
darwinian theories
darwinian books
darwinian evolution
darwinian sense
darwinian causes
darwinian days
darwinian zoologists
darwinian relics

darwinian evolution
darwinian selection
darwinian theory
darwinian evolutionary
darwinian fitness
darwinian approach
darwinian world
darwinian medicine
darwinian struggle
darwinian look

newtonian mechanics
newtonian law
newtonian liquids
newtonian focus
newtonian attraction
newtonian theory
newtonian dynamics
newtonian system
newtonian era
newtonian acceleration

newtonian physics
newtonian mechanics
newtonian gravity
newtonian fluid
newtonian rheology
newtonian fluids
newtonian dynamics
newtonian viscosity
newtonian models
newtonian time
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How do concepts and practices become 
established in the journal literature?



How do concepts and practices become 
established in the journal literature?

Taxon Level of 
organization Process

Theory General



How, why, and where do new theoretical 
terms enter into the scientific vocabulary?

Test case: Fitness



Hypothesis:

Fitness as a central theoretical term should:

1. Enter the literature sometime after the synthesis

2. Become established in evolution-focused journals first 
(especially highly theoretical journals) then enter into 

journals that are more general, empirical, or taxon-focused
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Where does novelty in science come from? 

Are particular kinds of journals the chief 
sources of novelty? 

How revolutionary is science? 

Does change come primarily from young or 
established researchers?



Do journals like Nature, Science, 
and Cell help or hinder science?



Schekman said pressure 
to publish in “luxury” 
journals encouraged 
researchers to cut corners 
and pursue trendy fields of 
science instead of doing 
more important work. The 
problem was exacerbated, 
he said, by editors who 
were not active scientists 
but professionals who 
favoured studies that were 
likely to make a splash.
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How could one operationalize splashiness or trendiness?
What effect does splashiness of trendiness have on science?



What are your ideas for evoText?

This is just the beginning…



Thank You


